EDUCATION

University of Michigan • Ann Arbor, MI
Master of Music in Performance: Percussion			
Master of Music in Chamber Music				
		GPA: 4.000

2020
2020

Vanderbilt University • Nashville, TN
Bachelor of Music in Performance: Percussion			
		GPA: 3.781 • Cum Laude

2018

Det Kongelige Danske Musikkonservatorium • Copenhagen, DK

2016

EMPLOYMENT

2013-current Graphic Designer, Composer, & Musician
		
Clark Hubbard Music (self-employed)
			• Create logos, posters, album covers, & musical compositions
			• Meet deadlines & requests of clients
			• Collaborate with artists to create new works

2019-2020
Graduate Student Instructor
		
Michigan Marching Band • Ann Arbor, MI
			• Teach, assist, & conduct during weekly rehearsals & performances
			• Evaluate students’ weekly marching & playing proficiency
			• Provide students with weekly performance feedback
			• Assist with administrative duties

2017-2019
Assistant Percussion Staff
		
Lancaster High School Band of Gold • Lancaster, OH
			• Coach drumline & front ensemble music rehearsals
			• Evaluate students’ marching & playing proficiency
			• Assist students when learning field drill

2015-2018
Audio Technician
		JV Productions • Lancaster, OH
			• Setup mixing consoles, microphones, & sound & lighting rigs
			• Operate mixing consoles & lighting rigs
			• Load/Unload audio equipment at venues

2015-2016
Stage Crew Leader
		Lancaster Festival • Lancaster, OH
			• Manage transportation & setup of instruments, lights, stands, & chairs
			• Construct stages/venues for outdoor & indoor performances

Boy Scouts of America • Eagle Scout
Percussive Arts Society • member since 2015
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia: Music Fraternity
Pi Delta Chapter • Warden (2017-2018)
Pi Delta Chapter • Secretary (2016-2017)

clarkhubbardmusic@gmail.com
+1 (740) 503-5616

Danish Institute for Study Abroad • Copenhagen, DK			2016

ORGANIZATIONS

RESUME
2925 Valley View Rd. NE
Lancaster, OH 43130
clarkhubbardmusic.com

OBJECTIVE
Highly trained artist, performer,
composer, & educator with experience leading
small groups, individuals, & as a soloist. Looking
to partner with a forward-thinking organization
in the arts, education, or performance industry.

SKILLS

Microsoft PowerPoint
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Google Docs
Google Sheets
WordPress
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Adobe PremierePro
Adobe Photoshop
Avid Sibelius
Ableton Live
Apple Logic Pro
Avid Pro Tools
French Language

LOGO DESIGNS
VANDERBILT PERCUSSION GROUP (2015)
BLUE STEEL (2020)
NEW YORK FILL (2019)
THE NIGHTLY TRIBUNE (2019)
VENCEDORES (2020)
WORLD PERCUSSION LAB (2020)
VANDERBILT CAREER CENTER (2017)
SLAPSLAP (2018)
LIFETIME FINANCIAL PLANNING SOLUTIONS (2020)
THE FLOWER POT (2020)

POSTER
+
SOCIAL MEDIA
DESIGNS
VANDERBILT PERCUSSION GROUP (2018)
BLAIR ‘LIVING SOUNDS’ (2018)
CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF MUSIC (2020)
BRITAIN MOORE DUO (2019)

POSTER
+
SOCIAL MEDIA
DESIGNS
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE (2020)
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN WORLD LAB (2018, 2019)

LOGO
FAVICON
POSTER
+
SOCIAL MEDIA
DESIGNS
CLARK HUBBARD MUSIC (2018-2020)

ALBUM
ARTWORK
DESIGNS
CLARK HUBBARD MUSIC (2015-2020)

WEBSITE
+
CATALOG
DESIGN
CLARKHUBBARDMUSIC.COM
WORDPRESS
RUN

FOR DRUM KIT + ELECTRONIC PLAYBACK
wit
h
DURATION: 4 MINUTES
ele
ctro
DIFFICULTY: ★★★☆☆
nics
COMPOSED: 2020
INSTRUMENTS: (3-5) cymbals, (1) hi-hat, (3)
drums, (1) kick drum

ROCK / ELECTRONIC • GROOVE + LYRICAL • SMALL / MODERATE / LARGE SETUP
“RUN” was originally written for Duo Cortona as a duo for voice + violin and
won the Duo Cortona Composition Competition at the 2018 Cortona Sessiosn
for New Music. In early 2019, “RUN” was re-imagined as an electronic/pop
song. Later that year, this electronic version became the backing track for the
most recent version of “RUN”: drum kit + electronic playback.
“RUN” is great for students familiar with drum kit that are looking to explore
multi-percussion music, students familiar with multi-percussion looking to
explore drum kit music, and students looking to explore electro-acoustic music.
The percussion setup for “RUN” can be modifed and exploration with different
sounds and instruments is HIGHLY encouraged.
The key elements of the setup are:
•
(3) drums [tuned to different pitches]
• (3) cymbals/resonant metals [tuned to different pitches]
• (1) hi-hat
• (1) kick drum
“RUN” is intended to be performed without a
click track.
- electronic playback [.wav] is included with
purchase of the score.

WATCH
LISTEN
SCORE
PURCHASE
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SCINTILLATIONS

QUARTET FOR MALLET PERCUSSION*
DURATION: INDETERMINATE
DIFFICULTY: ★★★☆☆
COMPOSED: 2017
INSTRUMENTS: (4) keyboard instruments

DEDICATED TO VANDERBILT PERCUSSION GROUP
ATMOSPHERIC • CHORALE / FREE • 2 MOVEMENTS [CAN BE PLAYED SEPERATELY]
Scintillation : the process of emitting flashes of light
“SCINTILLATIONS” is a freeform mallet quartet in two parts which may be
played in succession or independently. Suggested instrumentations are 4
marimbas or 2 vibraphones + 2 marimbas, although “SCINTILLATIONS” may
be performed on any percussive (or non-percussive) instruments.
PART I
This movement draws inspiration from Peter Garland’s mallet quartet
“Apple Blossom.” “SCINTILLATIONS, PART I” is a lush chorale where the
chords slowly dissolve into one another. The score is a diagram with the
progression of notes indicated spacially [shown below]. The duration of this
movement is indicated 6-15 minutes, although the length is ultimately left up
to the ensemble.

Notes should be sustained (via rolls, bows, etc) throughout the movement and
may also be sustained through the opening of “PART II.” “SCINTILLATIONS,
PART 1” should begin at a pianissimo dynamic, but the performers should feel
free to swell and grow as they see fit. The indicated pitches may be performed
in any octave on the instrument, although treble and bass clef symbols are
presented to suggest a general range.

24

PART II
This movement is similar in spirit to “PART I,” but now includes a
rhythmic variable. Each performer is presented with a series of cells/measures
that include a set of pitches and a specified “number of attacks.” Each cell
may be repeated an infinite number of times, but the entire ensemble should
progress to the next cell in unison.
PART II • Rhythmic Notation
Each cell should be approximately 3 seconds in length (alternatively,
each cell can be interpreted as the duration of a single quarter note at
20bpm). Above each cell, a specific number of attacks are indicated.
Performers may play the number of attacks per cell in any rhythm they desire
(ex. if a cell indicates “3 Attacks”, the performer may play a triplet, two 16th
notes followed by an eighth note, a dotted eighth note followed by two 32nd
notes, etc). The cells may be repeated infinitely and each performer may have
a slightly different interpretation of the length of each cell. The performers do
not need to play each cell in rhythmic unison but should progress to the next
cell at approximately the same time.

PART II • Harmonic Notation
Each cell indicates a single pitch or a series of pitches. Like “PART I,”
these may be performed in any register, although a general guide of treble
and bass clef is presented. Performers should map the rhythmic component
of each cell onto any of the indicated pitches. Performers should avoid double
stops, playing only one pitch per attack.
“SCINTILLATIONS” is great for students who want to explore percussion music
with unconventional notation and for students looking for a piece that offers
communicative + interpretive challenges rather than technical challenges.
*in the linked audio recording, “Part II” of “SCINTILLATIONS” was performed
using an earlier edition of the score. In that edition, the
LISTEN
rhythms were more rigid and defined. In the current
edition, the rhythmic structures are dramatically more free
PURCHASE
and unpredictable.
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VIDEOGRAPHY
CLARK HUBBARD MUSIC (2018-2020)

